Vavilov was a PhD adviser for future leaders in rare earth ions spectroscopy and lasers (Peter Feofilov, left) and nonlinear optics and laser damage (Alexey BonchBruevich, right).
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State Optical Institute
Further development of the institute to Optical Empire -12500 employees in 1985…the world's largest optics organization! The institute included three manufacturing plants and two subsidiaries -optical materials and complex testing. Directions of activity -from basic researches in all areas of optics, to applied researches, to development of technology of optical materials, optical components and optical systems, to manufacturing of prototypes and supplying them to different customers from agriculture to military to space exploration. 
Laser damage research
Theoretical description was directed to laser plasma in metals and dielectrics, mechanisms of pulsed laser damage of dielectrics, and photoinduced phenomena in semiconductors.
Theoretical study of laser induced processes was conducted by Michail Libenson (left) and Vladimir Komolov (right).
14 The first laser damage conference Thus, those most important features at dependence of laser damage threshold on pulse duration and spot size were a basis for theoretical explanation of the laser damage phenomenon.
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Effect of expending opaque inclusion
The problem to be solved is how micron size absorbing inclusion could provide damage in macroscale. Modeling has shown that unrealistic high temperatures should be achieved in such an inclusion to provide damage.
The most comprehensive model that describes laser induced damage of transparent materials with absorbing inclusions based on multiple experimental works was developed by M.
Libenson, V. Komolov and later with participation of a young theoretician Vitaly Gruzdev. The idea is that at some temperature transparent material becomes opaque. Therefore, the transparent layer adjacent to the heated inclusion becomes opaque increasing the size of the inclusion. At some moment growing opaque shell achieves critical size that generates stresses exceeding damage threshold. This model was experimentally confirmed by direct absorption measurements produced by A. Onokhov.
While the main cause of low laser damage threshold for pulsed radiation was the presence of micron sized absorbing inclusions and for CW radiation -bulk absorption, technologies for optical materials with no inclusions and low bulk absorption were developed at the optical material subsidiary.
Two directions were explored at the time. The first one is vitreous silicon oxide produced by precipitation from a gas phase resulted from burning SiCl 4 in oxygen. This material was produced with diameters up to 500 mm and it became the main material for passive optical elements in high power laser systems. No inclusions, absorption at the level of few dB/km and low nonlinear refractive index made it suitable for both CW and short pulse lasers. Yuriy Kondratiev supervised this research and development.
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Optical materials for high power applications
The second direction was a development of multicomponent glasses that could be used as gain media. The first Nd doped laser glasses were developed by research and G. Karapetyan with his colleagues E. Galant and S. Lunter. Spectroscopic study was conducted by M. Tolstoi.
Garegin Karapetyan (left) and Valentin Gapontsev (right) at the Laser Optics Conference. Andrey Gagarin (left) was appointed as a head of the testing lab.
Intrinsic laser induced breakdown
Vladimir Dokuchaev (center) developed a method of extremely low absorption measurements and identified all radiation defects in silicate glass. Those data enabled study of intrinsic laser breakdown. Oleg Efimov (left on the right photo) created a single frequency laser and a focusing system enabled focusing radiation in spots down to 1/3 wavelength. Those measurements provided parameters of intrinsic laser damage.
Glebov (left) group studied intrinsic processes of photoionization and laser damage  Photo in the last slide was taken at Boulder Falls in Boulder Canyon in 1993  We went on the shout hike to the falls during the meeting lunch break  It started to snow so we hurried back to the car, only to find that we had locked the keys inside!  Pre-cellphone days so I crossed the road and stuck out my thumb to hitch a ride back to Boulder  The first car down the canyon road stopped to pick me up and the driver took me to the police station where I called AAA  A guy from AAA picked me up, drove me back to the car (where my guest were huddled together in the snow), and broke into the car and we returned to NIST for our meeting…though we were a bit late for the afternoon meeting!  The Russian visitors returned to Orlando with me in time for Halloween! We had quite a party with the visitors dressed as cowboys and pirates!  I met Leon, Vitaly, Mike Liebenson, Oleg Efimov (now at HRL), and Academician Bonch-Brevich when I visited Leningrad in 1991 and visited Sosnobiy Bor as well…until then a Secret City.  1had been joint research with the GPI in Moscow and traveled to the USSR every year between 1988 and 1991 but Leningrad and GOI were off limits.  This was the first SPIE meeting in Russia, and on Oct 1 the city name was changed from Leningrad to St.
Petersburg…and there was one heck of a party that evening…but stories of that will have to wait for another time.
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Some personal memories
Proc. of SPIE Vol. 10805 1080506-13  These great scientist were part of the Soviet Academy of Science  Most famous were Basov and Prokhorov who shared the Nobel Prize for the invention of the laser  Participating in our meeting were Konov, Garnov, Klimentov, Manenkov, Scherbakov, Dianov, and others in Prokhorov's Institute, the General Physics Institute, who contributed our meeting  A great team was also at Moscow State University, including Akhmanov, pioneer in self-focusing, V Zadkov, N. Koroteev, Rector of the university, and others  V. Gapontsev of the Institute of Radio Electronics, and founder of IPG in the USA  And many others throughout the USSR.
 Thank you for your attention and lets wish good health to our friends and colleagues, Leon and Vitaly!  And also keep my friend and colleague Boris Zel'dovich in your thoughts.
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The Leningrad team was part of the defense industry. Of course there was a team in Moscow that was part of the Soviet Academy of Science
